ASSIGNMENT POLICY WHEN NOT IN COMPLIANCE WITH PHYSICAL READINESS STANDARDS
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1. Policy. OPNAVINST 6110.1G and NAVADMINs describe the administrative action to be taken for members who are in noncompliance with physical readiness standards.

   a. Failure of physical fitness assessments will not limit assignments except when a member cannot obligate for the minimum obligated service (OBLISERV).

   b. Members who are out of standards may transfer; however, assignment to certain duties (e.g., instructor, recruiting, etc.) will continue being restricted to members who are within standards. Select schools may require members to report within Body Composition Assessment (BCA) or Physical Readiness Test (PRT) standards in order to be accepted for training, or require members to be within standards to graduate. Contact community detailers or school commands for guidance. Certain communities may require members to remain within BCA or PRT standards to retain standing in that community. Contact community detailers or school command for guidance.

   c. Individuals not in standards and currently under sea duty orders shall contact the medical department representative (MDR) performing the screening so that the Sailor's next command can be notified of body composition percent.

   d. If individuals report at next command significantly out of body composition percent, are found unable to perform duties on platform, or MDR finds Sailor is not compatible for platform, refer to NAVMED P-117, article 15-30.